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ABSTRACT 



THESIS STATEMENT 

Behavior of educable mentally retarded children can be modified by their 

environment. Behavior can be altered by rewarding desired behavior and not rewarding 

the unwanted behavior. Through the aspects of architecture, such as color, lighting, and 

use of space, the behavior of the facility clients can be modified into acceptable and skillfiil 

actions which benefit both their educational and recreational programs. 

FACILITY 

The goal of this project is to manipulate architecture in order to influence, direct 

and regulate behaviors of the individuals' in its proximity. This structure will serve as an 

educational and recreational facility for educable mentally retarded students. Too often, 

children who are labeled mentally handicapped and have been placed within the public 

schools are pushed out of the way and forgotten. Universal education has been promised 

by American law for more than a century, but only recently has it started to become a 

reality for handicapped children. Historically, handicapped children have stood last in line 

for desirable education space. The educational / recreational facility will set a precedence 

for other facilities of its kind. This facility will be designed with these usually forgotten 

individuals as the focus group. Their needs, limitations, and areas in which they 

experience great success will be used as determinants of the various design features. 

Through the use of color, lighting, and space, the facility will promote ease of movement 

and provide a positive learning environment for the mentally and physically handicapped 

clients. 

SCOPE OF PROJECT 

Developed within the downtowoi business district of Midland, Texas, this facility 

will be designed to serve approximately 160 students. This will be a non-residential 

facility. The individual classrooms will be designed as to allow for 2 teachers and 10 

students, many of whom will be physically handicapped and confined to a wheelchair or 

some type of aid. Therefore, the dimensions of the rooms in this facility will be designed 

to allow the space that these students will require. 



CHAPTER I 



THESIS ISSUES 

Understanding the role of the physical environment in people's lives is a complex 

task. One must explain the power of the physical environment in both its material reality 

and its symbolic meaning, to affect people's actual behavior as well as their understanding 

of themselves and the world. Yet one must also account for the fact that people are active 

factors in the creation of their own worlds. They attempt in some way to exert control 

over their own worlds. They attempt in some way to exert control over their own lives 

and the physical environment as part of that life. The physical environment plays a role in 

the lives of people in a number of ways. 

Most Western physical environments assume that one can walk, see, and hear. In 

fact, even without considering persons who are severely physically handicapped, existing 

environments function only moderately well for average-sized people roughly within the 

ages of 12 to 30. Before and after those ages, environments are often difficult to 

negotiate: chairs may be too big or too small, stairs set too high, doors too heavy, print to 

small for clear visibility.' A primary goal of the educational / recreational facility is to 

design with such aspects of architecture as basic features of the structure. While 

individuals with special needs have generally been forgotten, this structure will be planned 

with such individuals as the primary focus group. Through the use of color, lighting, and 

space, this facility will promote ease of movement and provide a positive learning 

environment for the mentally and physically handicapped clients. 

What should be most obvious about the physical environment in relation to 

people's lives is its functional component that can facilitate or inhibit the range and quality 

of potential behaviors. The physical environment can also have a powerfiil and possibly 

determining impact on the user, if only to limit the boundaries of potential action. If a 

room or a building has only one door and no windows, one's entry and exit can be said to 

be determined by its location. If all the chairs in a classroom are lined up in rows, bohed 

to the floor, and face one direction, the range of social interactions is severely restricted. 

' Mehrabian, Albert. (1978). Basic behavior modification. New York: Human Sciences P>ress. 



Because of the normal social order which these physical-environmental experiences 

reflect and create, they are internalized and are partially or completely accepted as the 

normal order of things. ^ While the clients of this facility encounter barriers and 

prejudices every day of their lives, this site will be one location in which all features have 

been created for their benefit and freedom. These spaces will be designed specifically for 

the handicapped individual, and within this facility will be viewed as the "normal order of 

things" 

The final outcome of this project will be a better understanding of the educable 

mentally and physically handicapped and their needs. There are about 75 million children 

in the United States under the age of 19. In 1970 the US Office of Education, Bureau of 

Education for the Handicapped, estimated that 7 million children -one out often- had at 

least one handicap that affected one or more areas of development and school 

performance. In special educational facilities and mainstreamed classrooms, little attention 

has been given to the quality of the buiU environment, beyond providing for health, safety, 

and the most basic of functional considerations. This is due partly because educators, 

child psychologists, and architects have failed to appreciate the relationship between 

educational programs and architectural settings. This situation was improved in 1970 

when the 1970 Education of the Handicapped Act (PL. 91-230) and the 1975 Education 

for All Handicapped Children Act (P.L. 94-142) enabled schools to obtain funding for 

renovation and special environmental design in order to make educational facilities more 

responsive to the special needs of exceptional children.^ This facility will set a precedence 

in that it will be unlike any similar facilities built prior to its design. For perhaps the first 

time, the relationship between educational programs and architectural settings will receive 

special focus throughout the design process. The needs of the special clients of the facility 

will receive the complete attention of the architect and others involved in the development 

of the structure. 

It is rare for a person to move a chair once it has been placed. In public places, 

such as waiting rooms, libraries, and workplaces, this passivity is even more pronounced 

' Heimsath. (1977). Beha\ioral architecture. New York: McGray-Hill Book Company. 
^ Coons Maggie, and Margaret Milner. (Eds). (1978). Creating an accessible campus. Washington. 

D.C.: Association of Phjsical Plant Administrators of Universities and Colleges. 



as people inflict the most uncomfortable positions upon themselves in order to avoid 

disturbing the existing physical arrangements. Part of this hesitation may result from the 

lack of clarity as to the responsibility for a particular place, and part may be based on fear 

of reprisal or punishment for taking control of someone else's property, but equally 

powerfiil is the fact that early in life the physical environment ceases to be conceived of as 

playing a role in shaping the course of events. Any problems in our society becomes 

interpreted as an individual one. The role of the physical environment in supporting the 

social order fades quickly as we focus on people as being deviant. This attitude is 

prevalent in a society which holds people responsible for their actions while giving them 

limited control over the mechanisms that would enable them to do as they see fit Thus, 

the child is labeled as a "chronic latecomer" because he or she must rely on erratic public 

transportation to get to school or labeled "fidgety" when unable to sit still on a wooden 

chair for a long period of time. "* 

It is essential to understand that the environment is part of a totality rather than a 

backdrop for behavior. In the same way that it may limit or support action, it also reflects 

and helps to define a system of social relations and the person as part of that system. The 

environments in which we live out our lives were and are planned by a specific group of 

persons with a specific set of priorities at a specific point in time. ' 

It is because the physical environment reflects and helps to define a system of 

social relationships and the person as part of that system that people -environment 

transactions have symbolic as well as personal meanings. The physical environment 

conveys what is expected, what is acceptable and unfit, defining in the end the individual's 

sense and competence as well as how the individual's perceived by others. The physical 

environments will be designed in order to portray the behavior that is expected from those 

who interact within these spaces. Areas in which most instruction and learning is expected 

to occur will be organized so that individuals have the proper lighting and noise level 

appropriate for studying. These areas will be designed with the ability to prevent most 

'' Ullmann, Leonard P. and Leonard Krasner. (1966). Case studies in beha\ ior modification. New 
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston. Inc. 

- Foxx, Richard M. (1982). Increasing behaviors of severely retarded and autistic persons. Champaign. 
Illinois: Research Press. 



distractions. For example, movable partitions vvdll be accessible when needed to isolate 

groups or individuals from other activities. Areas designed for large group interaction will 

be arranged so that these groups are able to interact with as much ease as possible. 

There is a kind of inertia in people's behavior that makes change difficult and 

distressing. It is easier to act the way we always have than it is to change our behavior, 

even though the behavior may be unsatisfactory and even troublesome. Behavior 

modification focuses on specific behaviors rather than unobservable internal processes and 

conflicts. It includes procedures for attempting change that can be measured and assessed 

to their effectiveness. Behavior modification differs from other approaches in that it 

"involves very few concepts that need to be understood and remembered before they can 

be applied. The first step in an attempt to influence behavior is to define the behavior 

problem, pinpoint the difficulty. After verifying the specific behaviors that need change 

we now need to decide just how severe each problem behavior is. Behavior modification 

is a process through which human behavior is altered directly by rewarding desired 

behavior and not rewarding unwanted behavior. This approach is based on the notion that 

behavior which is rewarded will increase and behavior which is not rewarded will 

decrease. Behavior modification involves many different techniques, all broadly related to 

the field of learning, but learning with a particular intent. * One facility in which this 

theory was put into action was the outdoor play and learning environment of the St. 

Francis Children's Activity and Achievement Center. This space was designed to move 

from the abstract to the concrete, basing early ideas on behavior goals and developmental 

principles. The designers were led to base their designs on behavioral information due to 

an increased awareness of the interrelationship involved between the environment and the 

behavior of the individuals. ' 

The education of handicapped children cannot be divorced from problems of 

behavior modification since most of the children will engage in abnormal and undesirable 

behavior to some degree. The social behavior of some will be quite adequate, but others 

* Cull, John G. and Richard E. Hard>. (Eds.). (1974). Beha\'ior modification in rehabilitation settings. 
Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, Publishers. 

^ Moore, Gar>- T.; Cohen, Uriel, Oeretel, Jfeerey; Ryzin, Lani. (1979). Etesigning emironments for 
handicapl?ed children. New York: Educational Facilities Laboratories. 
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will produce inadequate social behavior in an attempt to reduce their tensions. Not all 

children will relieve their tensions in the same way. The spaces within the facility will be 

designed with the capability of allowing for these differences among the clients. Mild 

emotional stress may be deah by a short period of isolation in a "time-out" room, a small 

enclosed space adjoining with the learning area, which allows the teacher to observe the 

child. Each classroom will be allowed some space for an area to be designated as the 

"time-out" space. The more severe emotional stress of some handicapped children may 

cause sudden and uncontrollable noise, extremely destructive aggressive action, repetitive 

acts, or completely unpredictable explosions. The problem is not mainly the provision of a 

time-out room, but concern for the protection of the child so he does not harm himself or 

others. An isolation room away from the learning area will best serve the purpose, 

provided that it is under supervision. While an entire isolation room is not included in the 

design of the facility, any administrative office is capable of providing the space needed for 

such disruptive cHents. 

Problems of behavior will diminish for some children if they are relieved from long 

periods of sitting on hard seats or in close proximity to other pupils. Until recently, formal 

academic learning took place with the class seated in a regular pattern at typical desks, and 

overlooked the fact that teaching might be more effective if the children were more 

comfortable. A wider variety of permissible postures will automatically relieve tension. ^ 

Unique areas will be included in the design of the facility to allow the clients the ability to 

move about and experience new situations during instruction time. Perhaps a portion of 

floor space filled with pillows and bean bags, or perhaps a living room atmosphere 

consisting of couches and chairs will be provided for the students to use during school 

time. 

Physiological research tells that sitters tend not to live as long as those who live 

and work with more postural variation It is ironic that the first thing we teach a child is 

to sit quietly for long periods on a hard seat. The sensible objective is to allow wide 

postural variation. Open space schools, with their space and seating manipulatory ability, 

their carpeted floors, have the option for more variety. It is entirely impossible to conduct 

Fox.\. (1982). 



discussions with students in standing, learning, or perching postures. Reading is more 

naturally accommodated in lounging or even floor postures. 

If available, a child will seek a space that accommodates the work to be done, and 

the child will fit into that space. The chosen posture may be standing, leaning, lounging 

with feet higher than head, perching on a stool or rail, or lying on the floor on back or 

stomach. Some schools have tried small boxlike enclosures with vision holes and a larger 

opening to crawl into. Others use rugs and heaps of pillows. All are innovations 

providing spatial variety, furniture variety, and a high degree of postural variety to relieve 

tensions and accordingly improve behavior and academic performance. ^ Each classroom 

will be designed with the capability of arranging different types of work spaces. The 

individual teachers will be allowed to determine exactly what will be done with the space 

within their classroom. 

The management of social and academic learning behavior is certainly the domain 

of the teacher. Management means the initiation, reduction, acceleration, and other forms 

of controlled manipulation. The environment can support or defeat the teacher if it has 

significant affects. '" The movement of people in certain environments can be influenced 

by light and color. In an art gallery setting, a light beige room, with all other matters 

equal, held people longer and with more intensive or dense movement patterns than did a 

dark brown room. Also, human response to mental and visual tasks appeared to be 

facilitated by soft and deep colors in the environment. When tests are given and 

responded to over a substantial period of time in beautiful and ugly rooms, both those 

giving the tests and those taking them in the ugly rooms experienced more fatigue, 

discomfort, monotony, irritability, and feelings of wishes to avoid the room. " The 

interior of the facility will be finished with earth tones. These will vary depending on the 

activity to occur within the space. 

Handicapped children with poor motor coordination, with impaired senses, with 

little experience or initiative, start school with much to make up if they are even to reach 

^ Rivlin, Leanne G. and Maxine Wolfe. (1985). Institutional settings in children's lives. New York: 
John Wile> & Sons Publishers. 

Castaldi. Basil. (1987). Educational facilities. Boston: Allyn and Bacon. Inc. 
" Heimsath. (1977). 
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the level of their peers. Both the teacher and the architect must devise enriching 

experiences utilizing all of the pupil's senses: visual, auditory, kinesthetic, and tactile. We 

should be concerned about the exceptional child's learning deficits and the ways in which 

the physical environment may minimize or hopefully eliminate these deficits. In order to 

learn and to perform effectively, the child should feel good about what he is doing, and 

secure and assured that he is safe. The handicapped child will often need help, but too 

much supportive help may lessen his will and his ability to do things for himself He will 

withdraw from challenge and become fearful of failure unless we guide him to success 

experiences. The facility v^ll be designed to promote as much independent movement 

as possible. Color coded hallways and room clusters will be used to direct students from 

various areas and activities. The floor will have a slip-resistant, non-abrasive surface so 

that the clients are able to move themselves throughout the facility. Doors will be 

provided with handicapped accessibility and self-closing devices. Special consideration 

must be taken in every area in order to provide easy passage for the clients throughout the 

facility. The PS 233Q '̂  in New York was designed with these same principles. Not only 

were each hallway and classroom cluster color coded, but Braille symbols were also used 

throughout the building to assist the students. They also used at-grade windows so that 

all students were able to see out. The main goal of this school is to teach the students 

habits and skills so that when they leave the facility at the age of 21 they have been trained 

as much as possible in domestic, recreational, vocational, and communication skills. At 

the Seward Hedges Area School "*, the architect was insistent about the importance of 

introducing secondary colors. The architects used bright colors and toned them down as 

the spaces got closer to the classroom, to avoid distracting the students. The activity 

areas were also removed from the instruction areas, connecting the two through a foyer 

allowing each one to be secured if the other was in use at night. 

To maximize the richness of each child's experience, the whole school building 

indoors and out must be considered and used as a large teaching instrument within which 

are smaller teaching instruments and teachers who create experiences that will arouse the 

'- Foxx. (1982). 
'^ Nassatir, Judit "PS 233Q" Interior Design. August. 1992. p. 92-96. 
''' Linn. Charles D. "Beacon of Learning' Architectural Record. August. 1993. p. 92-95. 
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child's interest and guide him to independent and finally, spontaneous activity; floors, 

walls, ceilings, learning spaces, corridors, and toilets are all essential, usable parts of the 

teaching instrument. ^̂  All children are first learners, second handicapped. Their 

education must be based on what they can do, not what they can't and insure as far as 

possible that everything they do is a success experience. To reinforce this effort, it will be 

essential to design the teaching instrument carefially. The learning environment wall be 

designed to stimulate and support the effort of the handicapped child. The facility 

environment will attempt to provide many experiences that are not at all similar to those of 

normal children. It will try to make up for the deficits caused by limited mobility, limited 

intelligence, or emotional disturbances. *̂  

'̂  Castaldi. (1987). 
'* Birch, Jack W. and B. Kenneth Johnstone, n 975y Designing schools and schoolmg for the 

handicapped. Springfield, Illinois: Charies C. Thomas. 
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FACILITY PROGRAM ISSUES 17 

Well planned buildings facilitate learning. When a well-designed school is also 

well buih, the community has acquired an asset of high value and with a long life of 

service. Every school needs to be developed with both the present and fliture in mind. 

The educational specifications should reflect what the course of study and pupils are like 

now and what they will be like in the years immediately ahead. They should also reflect 

the educator's best guess about what demands education will place on the structure in the 

next 20-40 years. The most desirable concept is flexibility. The use of space in the facility 

must recognize diversity. 

This facility will flimish its clients an opportunity for specialized educational and 

recreational programs designed for their individual needs. The spaces designated for this 

facility will include: Classrooms, Therapy rooms. Clinic, Cafetorium, Muhi-purpose room 

and Gym. Offices will also be designed for the administrative staff and specialists such as 

speech therapist, counselor, physical therapists, occupational therapists, and nurses. 

The space designated for the therapy room will be designed for flexible workspace. 

The space will be partially covered with floor matting with the remaining area left to house 

therapy equipment. Within this room will be ample space for six physical and 

occupational therapists to work with individual students. Each client will be evaluated in 

order for the therapists to design an individualized plan based on that child's needs. A 

team approach will be stressed throughout the facility so that therapists, teachers, and 

family are working toward the same goals. The goals of the physical therapists are to 

promote independent mobility, stimulate motor development, and improve postural 

alignment. The occupational therapists will utilize various types of toys and equipment to 

set up purposefiil activities to help develop gross and fine motor coordination skills and 

improve muscle strength. The occupational therapists will also help the cHents develop 

fiinctional skills that are used in every day fiinctions such as feeding, dressing, and 

hygiene. 

•' Castaldi. (1987). 

10 



The sixteen classrooms will be composed of spaces for educational instruction. 

Included in this space will be learning areas in which teachers can instruct students 

individually or in small or large groups. Equipment to be utilized in the classrooms 

includes desks for both teachers and students, computer area, lockers, shelving, and areas 

in which to store instructional and recreational materials. Each client will be tested and 

diagnosed in order to design an individual educational plan (lEP). Each clients' abilities, 

strengths, and weaknesses will be assessed when designing this plan. 

The multi-purpose room will serve primarily for musical and art instruction 

activities. The space will be composed of areas for tables and chairs in which the students 

can meet in small to medium groups for specialized instruction. This room will be 

designed to promote lively activities and interaction among the clients and their 

instructors. This room will vary from the common earth tones found throughout the 

facility, and v̂ dll perhaps be finished with a more vivid color. 

The clinic / nurses' office will provide a space for medical practice. Within this 

space will be areas for individual patients, a personal rest room, nurses work station, and 

an area for medical supplies and records. 

The cafetorium will consists of spaces primarily for preparation and consumption 

of food. However, the cafetorium will also serve as a meeting area for large groups. The 

space will allow for tables and chairs for the facility population, stage equipment, trash 

receptacles, and cleaning supplies. This space will be designed to encourage a peaceful 

environment in which the clients and staff" may interact with one another and relax while 

dining. 

The gym was designed to provide an area for recreational and extra-curricular 

activities. This area may also serve as a meeting area for the social events of the facility. 

The interior of this space vwll be designed specifically for the handicapped child, according 

to their abilities and needs. 

11 



PRIMARY ACTIVITY ANAT V<ST<; « i9 20 21 

CLIENTS 

THERAPY ROOM 

physical therapy 

occupational therapy 

CLASSROOMS 

educational instruction 

MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM 

music instruction 

art instruction 

CLINIC / NURSES' OFFICE 

recovery 

care 

examinations 

CAFETORIUM 

food consumption 

GYM 

recreational activities 

STAFF 

physical therapy 

occupational therapy 

supervision 

supervision 

instruction 

record keeping/filing 

music instruction 

art instruction 

supervision 

medical attention and care 

distribution of medication 

supervision 

supervision 

instruction 

'* Jackson, Patricia L. (Ed). (1993). Means square footage cost analysis. 14th Annual Edition. New 
York: Mac Millan Publishers. 

''Ramsey and Sleeper. (1988). Architectural graphic standards. 8th edition. The American Institute of 
Architecture. 

°̂ Bayes, Kenneth and Sandra Francklin. (Eds.). (1971). Designing for the handicapped London: 
George Godwin Limited 

'̂ Sorenson, Robert James. (1979). Design for accessibility. New York: McGraw-Hill Book 
Company. 
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THERAPY ROOM: 
ACTIVITY-
PARTICIPANTS 

PLACE-
SCHEDULE-

ACTIVITY-
PARTICIPANTS 
PLACE-
SCHEDULE -

PHYSICAL / OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
This activity wall be conducted by the facility's physical and 
occupational therapists. Each student will be working on an 
program according to their individual needs. 
This activity will take place in the therapy room. 
Therapy will occur on a dmly basis. 

SUPERVISION 
This activity will be monitored by the facility therapists. 
This activity will take place in the therapy room. 
This activity will be on a continual basis. 

CLASSROOM: 
ACTIVITY-
PARTICIPANTS-

PLACE-
SCHEDULE -

ACTIITTY-
PARTICIPANTS 
PLACE-
SCHEDULE -

ACTIVITY-
PARTICIPANTS-

PLACE-
SCHEDULE-

EDUCATIONAL INSTRUCTION 
This activity will consist of educable mentally retarded 
students meeting with teachers for educational instruction. 
The teachers will be provided with school curriculum which 
will be used for instructing the students. 
This activity will take place in each individual classroom. 
Every student and teacher will be involved in some 
educational instruction activity each day, Monday 
through Friday. 

SUPERVISION 
This activity will be monitored by the facility staff". 
This activity will take place in the classroom 
This activity will be on a continual basis. 

RECORD KEEPING / FILING 
This activity wdll be managed by the facility staff on a daily 
basis. This activity is fundamental for the monitoring of 
each individual's progress. 
This activity will take place within the classroom. 
The record keeping will be done at the end of every day and 
filing will occur at the end of every week. 

MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM: 
ACTIVITY- MUSIC INSTRUCTION 
PARTICIPANTS - The students will meet wdth music specialists for musical 

instruction. 
PLACE - Music instruction will take place within the muhi-purpose 

room. 

13 



SCHEDULE- Music instruction will occur on a daily basis. 

ACTIVITY-
PARTICIPANTS 

PLACE-

SCHEDULE-

ACIWITY-
PARTICIPANTS-

PLACE-
SCHEDULE -

ART INSTRUCTION 
The students will meet wdth art specialists for art 
instruction. 
Art instruction will take place within the multi-purpose 
room. 
Art instruction will occur on a daily basis. 

SUPERVISION 
This activity will be monitored by the facility specialists and 
teachers. 
This activity will take place in the multi-purpose room. 
This activity will be on a continual basis. 

CLINIC/NURSES' OFFICE: 
ACTIVITY-
PARHCIPANTS-

PLACE-
SCHEDULE-

ACTIITTY-
PARTICIPANTS • 

PLACE-

SCHEDULE -

RECOVERY/CARE 
Recovery will consist of students recovering from illnesses, 
injuries, etc. The nurses will provide the medical aid and 
attention needed. 
Recovery will take place in the clinic area. 
This activity will vary according to the changing needs of 
the students. 

DISTRIBUTION OF MEDICATION 
Medication will be distributed by the nurses and other 
appointed administrative staff members if necessary. 
Medication will be distributed only in the clinic, unless in 
case of emergency. 
Medication will be distributed according to the schedules 
designated by the students' doctors. 

CAFETORIUM: 
ACTIVITY-
PARTICIPANTS-

PLACE-
SCHEDULE-

FOOD CONSUMPTION 
The educable mentally retarded students will be the 
participants in this activity. 
This activity will take place within the cafetorium 
This activity wdll occur twice a day at breakfast and lunch 
times. 

ACTIVITY-
PARTICIPANTS-
PLACE-

SUPERVISION 
This activity will be monitored by the facility staff. 
This activity wdll take place in the cafetorium. 

14 



SCHEDULE - This activity will be on a continual basis. 

GYM: 
ACTIVITY-
PARTICIPANTS 

PLACE-
SCHEDULE-

RECREATIONAL INSTRUCTION 
Recreational instruction wdll consist of educable mentally 
retarded students meeting wdth teachers for recreational 
instruction. The teachers wdll be provided wdth school 
curriculum which wdll be used for instructing the students. 
This activity wdll take place in the gym. 
Every student and teacher wdll be involved in some 
recreational instruction activity each day, Monday 
through Friday. 

ACTIVITY-
PARTICIPANTS-
PLACE-
SCHEDULE -

SUPERVISION 
This activity wdll be monitored by the facility teachers 
This activity wdll take place in the gym 
This activity wdll be on a continual basis. 

15 



SECONDARY ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

CLIENTS STAFF 

THERAPY ROOM 

socialization record keeping / filing 

CLASSROOMS 

socialization preparation for instruction 

administrative duties 

MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM 

socialization 

extracurricular activities 

meeting area 

extracurricular activities 

CLINIC / NURSES' OFFICE 

examinations record keeping / filing 

CAFETORIUM 

socialization 

relaxation 

socialization 

GYM 

socialization 

extracurricular activities 

socialization 

extracurricular activities 

16 



ANALYSIS OF SPACES 2̂ 23 

THERAPY ROOM 

This space will have a total of 1385 usable square feet. The space will be separated into 

sections designated for therapy exercises and therapy machines and devices. The walls, 

floors, and ceilings wdll have non-absorbent smooth finishes that are capable of sanitation 

in order to maintam a healthy environment. Approximately half of the floor space wdll be 

covered in a mat type floor covering with the remaining floor space covered in a non-

abrasive and slip-resistant surface. 

CLASSROOMS 

Each of the sixteen classrooms will contain 418 usable square feet. The space wdll 

be divided into areas designated for teacher work space, record storage, areas for 

individual or group instruction, and areas for the storing of materials. The floors, walls, 

and ceilings will have a non-absorbent surface that is capable of sanitation. The floor wdll 

have a non-abrasive and slip-resistant surface in order to provide easy access for the 

clients. Some area may be carpeted. The toilet facility must have five-foot radius space 

for wheelchairs. The five-foot radius may include under counter if space is open. At least 

one hand sanitizing device wdll be provided in each classroom. Each classroom wdll include 

at least one outside at grade window to provide viewing for all clients. 

MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM 

The multi-purpose room will consist of 1056 total usable square feet. This space wdll be 

arranged into parts intended for musical and art instruction, wdth some areas designated 

for supply and materials storage. The floor will have a non-abrasive and slip-resistant 

surface to provide for ease of movement. There wdll be at least one hand washing 

lavatory. Non-absorbent smooth finishes or surfaces will be used on floors, walls, and 

ceilings that allow for sanitation in order to provide a healthy environment. 

-̂ Castaldi. (1987). 
^' Bayes, Kenneth and Sandra Francklin. (Eds.). 
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CLINIC / NURSES' OFFICE 

The clinic/nurses' office wdll consist of 400 total usable square footage. This space wdll be 

divided into areas designated for nurses work area, area for record keeping, a personal 

bathroom, and individual patient areas. The toilet facility must have five-foot radius space 

for wheelchairs. The five-foot radius may include under counter if space is open. At least 

one hand sanitizing device will be provided. Non-absorbent smooth finishes or surfaces 

wdll be used on floors, walls, and ceilings. These surfaces wdll be capable of sanitation in 

order to maintain a healthflil environment. The floor wdll have a non-abrasive and slip-

resistant surface. 

CAFETORIUM 

The cafetorium wdll include 2760 usable square footage. The floor will have a slip-

resistant non-abrasive surface. There wdll be at least one hand washing lavatory. Non-

absorbent smooth finishes wdll be used on the floors, walls, and ceilings. These finishes 

wdll be capable of sanitation in order to maintain a healthflil environment. There wdll be at 

least five outside windows in the cafetorium. 

GYM 

This space wdll contain 6948 total usable square footage. 5640 square feet will be 

composed of the actual court or recreational space. An additional 150 square feet wdll be 

designated as storage closets or storage space. The floors wdll have a non-abrasive and 

slip-resistant surface. 
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GENERAL SPACE REQUIREMENTS 24 25 

Fire rating - Interior walls and ceiling surfaces will have as finished surfaces, substrate, or 
sheathing, a fire resistance of not less than 20 minutes, similar to that provided by 3/8" 
gypsum board. There will be at least one approved readily accessible fire hydrant located 
within 300 feet of the building. Air handlers serving three or more rooms or any means of 
egress wdll shut dowm immediately. Smoke dampers wdll close. 
Cooling /Heating - Cooling and heating wdll be provided, as needed, for clients' comfort. 
Air Systems - Air systems wdll provide for the induction and mixing of at least 15 percent 
outside fi^esh air into the facility. 
Exhaust System - Rooms such as toilets, trash, janitor's closet, and other such areas 
which produce odors, flames, excessive moisture, etc., wdll be provided wdth an exhaust 
system ducted to the exterior. 
Signage - Room identification signs or letters wdll be installed four feet six inches to five 
feet above finished floor and located on the corridor wall adjacent to the latch side of the 
door jamb. 
Kitchen - Kitchens will be designed so that the room temperature, at peak load, wdll not 
exceed an average temperature of 85 degrees Fahrenheit measured over the room at a 
five-foot level. The amount of supply air should take into account the large quantities of 
air exhaust at the hood and dishwasher areas. Kitchens wdll be provided with a supply of 
hot and cold water. Hot water for sanitizing purposes wdll be 180 degrees or the 
manufacturer's suggested temperature for chemical sanitizes. All windows located with 
the kitchen wdll be screened. 
Doors - Doors opening to the outside of the building will have self-closing devices. 
Bathrooms - The toilet facilities must have five-foot radius space for wheelchairs. The 
five-foot radius may include under counter if space is open. Water closet seat height in 
toilet facilities wdll be 17 to 19 inches fi-om the floor. Mirrors and dispensers will be no 
higher than 40 inches above the floor. 

^̂  Crawford Jim. Midland Cerebral Palsy Center, Midland Texas. (Februarj' 24, 1994). 
2* Anderson, Sandy. Lubbock State School, Lubbock Texas. (February 24, 1994). 
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RELATIONSHIP OF SPACES FOR ADJACENCY AND 
SEPARATION 

CLASSROOMS 

THERAPY ROOM 

MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM 

GYMNASIUM 

LIBRARY 

CAFETORIUM 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

CONFERENCE ROOM 

FACULTY WORKROOM 

FACULTY LOUNGE 

RESTROOMS 

JANITORIAL CLOSET 

PARKING 

NECESSARILY ADJACENT NEUTRAL SEPARATED 
ADJACENT (-H-) (+) ( ) (-) 

NECESSARILY 
(- -) SEPARATED 
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CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 6̂ 

Geographical Location -

The city of Midland is located midway between Ft. Worth Dallas and El Paso 

along Interstate 20 in the heart of the Permian Basin - America's largest and most 

important energy producing region. It is located approximately 102 degrees, 11'W 

longitude and 31 degrees, 57' N latitude. During the last ten years, the city has 

consistently been named among the 150 best U.S. cities in independent polls. 

Weather -

The area's low humidity, combined with warm days and cool nights, contributes to 

the year 'round comfort of Midlanders. Residents enjoy over 150 clear, sunny days each 

year. The average temperature for the city of Midland is 63.4 degrees Fahrenheit. The 

average heat index for Midland during the summer is lower than Dallas, San Antonio, or 

Austin. The average yearly rain fall is 14.84 inches. During the winter the climate is mild, 

similar to other desert climates in the southwest. 

Demographics -

Between the two cities, the Midland-Odessa area enjoys a combined metro 

population of approximately 250,000. The ethnic make-up of Midland is approximately 

55% white, 33% Hispanic, and 10% black. Nearly 32% of Midlanders hold college 

degrees. The Texas average is 17%. Many of the major oil companies have engineers, 

geologists and accountants on staff" in Midland. 

Physical Factors -

When designing a facility for educable mentally retarded individuals in the city of 

Midland, a primary concern is the actual built context which will surround or include the 

site. The site is located in the northwest business district of Midland. The location is due 

north of Michigan Avenue and due south of Louisiana Avenue, between Pecos and San 

-* Midland Chamber of Commerce, Midland Texas. 
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Angelo Avenue making up the east / west boundaries. To the south and east of the site is 

the Midland business and commercial district. Located to the north is a lower to middle 

income residemial housing district. To the west of the site is a condemned residential 

section. The location of this site is beneficial in that the business district of Midland 

continues to grow to the northwest, toward the chosen site. 

The chosen site is approximately 680 feet x 300 feet, a total of 204,000 square 

feet, or 5 acres. The only vegetation located on the site is several failing oak trees. There 

are only two major contour lines on the existing site. The slope is 2 feet difference 

running northwest to southeast. The site is not located within a flood plain, and therefore 

is not in danger of flooding. The natural gentle slope should provide adequate drainage 

fi-om the site. The direction of surface water travels northwest to southeast on the site. 

Cultural Context -

Midland has plentiful shopping choices, with everything from discount outlets to 

high fashion boutiques. Petroleum exploration and services make up the dominant 

economic activity of Midland. Agriculture, particulariy cotton farming and cattle ranching 

are also important contributors to the area. Midland is well known for its pro-business 

attitude and for its entrepreneurial spirit which leads to the success of large and small 

businesses. 

One half of the undeveloped site was reserved for the use of the commercial 

district parking. The second half of the site was zoned for private residential housing until 

the recent condemning of the housing. The present zoning has been redefined as light 

commercial or commercial. The site is presently owned by the city of Midland. In the 

future the city of Midland is planning a redefining of the downtown district and expanding 

this district towards the northwest. 
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CHAPTER IV 



SUMMARY OF SPACES 27 28 29 

SQUARE FOOTAGE SUMMARY 

Facility Rooms 

director's office 
assistant director s office 
assistant director's office 
16 classrooms 
counselor s office 
speech therapist's office 
librarj' office/audio \isual room 

reception area 
librar>' 
clinic/nurses' office 
multi-purpose room 
therap> office 
therapv room 
conference room 
cafetorium 
kitchen 
kitchen office 
facult) lounge 
faculty workroom 
gym 
hallway rest rooms (2) 
classroom rest rooms (8) 
janitorial closet (3) 
mechanical room (2) 

Net 

238 
162 
162 
349 
123 
123 
71 
279 
764 
333 
880 
180 
1154 
195 
2300 
674 
75 
316 
163 
5790 
36 
88 
135 
800 

15390 sq. ft 

Usable 

286 
194 
194 
6701 
148 
148 
85 
335 
917 
400 
1056 
216 
1385 
234 
2760 
809 
90 
379 
196 
6948 
86 
106 
162 
960 

24976 sq. ft. 
X 20 % gross factor 

Occupants 

(I) director 
(l)asst. director 
(l)asst. director 
(16) teacher/(160)students 
(1) coimselor 
(1) speech therapist 
(1) librarian 
(2) secretaries 
librarian/students 
(3) nurses 
students 
(2) therapists 
(4) therapists/students 
facult\' 
students 
(3) staff 
(1) kitchen manager 
facult> 
faculty-
students 
students 
students 
(3) janitors 
maintenance 

200 total # occupants 

29,755 gross square footage 

-̂  Jackson, Patricia L. (Ed). (1993). Means square footage cost analysis. 14th Annual Edition. New 
York: Mac Millan Publishers. 

"̂  Birch, Jack W. and B. Kenneth Johnstone. (1975). Designing schools and schooling for the 
handicapijed. Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas. 

' 'Castaldi. Basil. (1987). Educational facilities. Boston: Allyn and Bacon. Inc. 
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ECONOMIC ANATYSTS 30 

Proposed building area 29.755 sa. ft. 
Typical size for schools 41,000 =.725731707 

Chart reads 1.04 x $67.10 

• Project Cost Estimate 

Building Cost = $67.10 per square foot 

Land Value = $10.00 per square foot per year (based on Land Value of Midland, Texas) 

Site Work = $69.78 x 5% = $73.27 per square foot 

Construction Loan Cost = $69.78 x 9% = $76.06 

Contingency (start up) Cost = $69.78 x 5% = $73.27 

TOTAL = $1,996,560.50 

P = C / I $1,996,560.50 / $297,550 = 6.71 YEARS 

TOTAL PAYBACK IN 6.71 YEARS 

°̂ Jackson. Patricia L. (ED.). (1993). Means square footage cost analysis. 14th Annual Edition. 
New York: Mac Millan Publishers. 
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GLOSSARY OF ACCEPTABLE TERMS 

ACCEPTABLE TERMS UNACCEPTABLE TERMS 

Person, person with a disability 

Disability, a general term used for 
functional limitation that interferes 
with a person's ability, for example, to 
hear, walk, learn or lift. It may refer 
to a physical, mental or sensory 
condition. 

Cripple, crippled - The image 
conveyed is of a twisted, deformed, 
useless body. 

Handicap, handicapped person or 
handicapped. 

People with cerebral palsy, people 
with spinal cord injuries. 

Cerebral palsied, spinal cord injured, 
etc. Never identify people solely by 
their disability. 

Person who has had a spinal cord 
injury, polio, a stroke, etc. or a person 
who has multiple sclerosis, muscular 
dystrophy, arthritis, etc. 

Victim, people with disabilities do not 
like to be perceived as victims for the 
rest of their lives, long after any 
victimization has occurred. 

Has a disability, has condition of 
(spina bifida, etc.) or born without 
legs, etc. 

Defective, defect, deformed, vegetable 
~ These words are offensive, 
dehumanizing, degrading, and 
stigmatizing. 

Person who has a mental of 
developmental disability. 

Retarded, moron, imbecile, idiot -
These are offensive to people who bear 
the label. 
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Use a wheelchair or crutches; a 
wheelchair user; walks with crutches. 

Confined/Restricted to a wheelchair, 
wheelchair bound. Most people who 
use a wheelchair or mobility devices 
do not regard them as confining. 
They are viewed as liberating a means 
of getting around. 

Able-bodied; able to walk, see, hear, 
etc.; people who are not disabled. 

People who do not have a disability. 

A person who has (name the 
disability). Example: a person who 
has multiple sclerosis. 

Healthy - when used to contrast with 
'disabled,' 'healthy' implies the 
person with a disability is unhealthy. 
Many people with disabilities have 
excellent health. 

Normal - when used as the opposite of 
'disabled' implies the person is 
abnormal. No one wants to be labeled 
as abnormal. 

Afllicted with/suffers from - Most 
people with disabilities do not 
regardthemselves as afflicted or 
suffering continually. Afflicted; a 
disability is not an afTliction; an 
affliction may have caused a disability. 

Deafness/hearing impairment 
"Deafness" refers to a person who has 
a total loss of hearing "Hearing 
impairment" refers to a person who 
has a partial loss of hearing within a 
range from light to severe. 

"Hard of Hearing" describes a 
hearing-impaired person who 
communicates through speaking and 
speechreading, and who usually has 
listening and speaking abilities 
adequate for ordinary telephone 
communication. Many hard-of-
hearing individuals use a hearing aid. 

Deaf and dumb — is as bad as it 
sounds, inability to hear or speak does 
not indicate intelligence. 
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PROJECT SUTvIM.\RY 



PROJECT SUMMARY 

This project, a recreational and educational facility for handicapped 
children, was designed to provide a sense of healing to the chents of the 
facility, as well as to the city of Midland, Texas. 

For the clients, this healing comes through several aspects of the 
design. The chents are given an impression of freedom through the use of the 
different areas of the facility, both indoor and outdoor. The chents also 
would gain a perception of famiharity through the continual use of the facility, 
and this famiharity in turn would promote a learning mode within the chents 
and produce a more positive desired behavior from the chents. 

For the city, the facihty gives a sense of healing by connecting two 
existing areas that were previously in conflict. The two areas, a business 
district and a lower income residential area, had no common traits. The 
facihty which serves as a datum line, gave the two areas an appearance of 
harmony. The facility provides the two different areas a common attribute. 
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